STROUD SAFETY PARACHUTE CABLE KIT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

If you have any questions regarding your Cable Kit installation, call us at 405-632-2022

Position brackets and handle on cage tubing or rigid part of the chassis so that handle is within easy reach of the driver.

Also, make sure there is an area to securely mount the cable bracket 10" to 12" rearward and in line with the handle assembly.

Securely fasten 90º ball swivel to upper hole on rear edge of handle.

Bolt handle securely to installed brackets.

End View

The second hole is for dual chute release cables.

Bolt or weld cable bracket approximately 10" to 12" rearward and in line with the handle assembly.

Ensure that cable operates smoothly and that the throw length is long enough to release the drag chute.

Securely attach cable to ball swivel and cable bracket.

10" to 12"
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